
U. S. Youth - Triple Crown
One of the side conversations at a business leaders meeting with executives, entrepreneurs 
and academics, touched on how could the U. S. maintain its competitive edge in a multi-powers 
world. Superpower leadership is evolving to mean three pillars: economic, technological, and 
societal (citizens prosperity) sustained advantages, regardless of political dogma. 

I was feeling really good when we agreed that younger generations are demonstrating a healthy 
sense of self and community and are more in-tune with the environmental impact of their 
actions.  The thrust of the meeting was 
about helping young people become more 
savvy quickly to navigate challenges as 
students and more importantly, in their 
future careers in business.  For the two 
pillars supporting leadership in our 
changed world, this is good news. 

Before the meeting, I had seen 
engineering students setting up for 
something.  Over 200 students blew my 
mind at the Expo26: Designing Our World, 
an example of the third pillar:  Technology, 
Science and Engineering. 

Designing Our World, is an appropriate 
title for the student led and produced 
advanced design, prototyping and applied 
research exhibit.  The students, young 
men and a few women, both U. S. born 
and not, were proud of their projects. Their 
faces beamed with excitement and 
technical terms and calculations sped out 
of their mouths without a breath in 
between. 

The following are highlights of a few 
projects in energy and architectural 
sciences.  Besides these, the exhibit included 75 projects in chemical engineering, electrical and 
computer engineering and much more.

http://engineering.uic.edu/COE/NewsExpo


Sustainable Energy

Traffic Powered Renewable Energy System, 
TPRES, converts roads into an energy generation 
system by capturing compressed air each time a 
car goes over newly designed roads.

TPRES above stores energy that is then converted 
to electricity with the Traffic Powered Renewable 
Energy System, see side picture.  The concept is 
to capture energy that is already being produced, 
and use it near its capture to power traffic lights 
and other lights in high traffic areas. 
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Flood Mitigation Strategy for Viaducts: Plant 
filtering systems on abandoned facilities. 

�
Hydro-kinetic Energy Generation uses soft 
lake waves movement captured with this 
vertical ‘point absorber’ and converts it into 
energy through a linear electric generator with 
permanent magnets. 



Sustainable Building Architecture

This team dreams on building their unique, 
sustainable museum design as a maze, called UIC 
Art Gallery ‘Live in A-Maze’. Enjoy art in ‘A-
mazement’. 

Top Left:  Cyclist Oasis creates dedicated 
spaces for bicyclists surrounding campus 
eliminating traffic conflicts with walkers.

Top Right:  VeBiTS Vehicle to Bicycle 
Transition Systems with Sustainable Parking 
eliminates some street car parking space for 
multilane bicycles paths with own parking 
space at a ‘healthy’ distance from the city 
loop.

Side:  These gentlemen are trying to solve 
Chicago’s River Asian Carp problem, by 
repelling the species from the Waterway 
System.
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Many amazing projects leveraged engineering and biology such as the Feel the World (TM) 
Proximity Detention Glove to help visually impaired navigate their surroundings or the Body 
Weight Support System to aid muscle atrophied cancer patients exercise. Several projects in 
chemical engineering focused on making shale gas production safer and more effective such as 
Alternative Approaches to Share Gas Flaring that proposes a new approach to flaring* that 
reduces emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 

Whether scientific-engineering processes, building architectures or robot designs were intuitive 
or complex, students projects showed common principles:  new ideas that were better for the 
environment, that enhance people’s life even for those with infirmities, and that make more 
productive use of our personal and natural resources. 

Younger generations have designs for new technology, society and economy.  It is a matter of 
current generations to make this Triple Crown productive and effective. 

To complete a morning in ‘college’ down the escalator non-engineering, non-business students 
handed out fliers about helping Haiti, the poorest country in this hemisphere. 

—
*Flare stacks are primarily used for burning off flammable gas released by pressure relief valves 
during unplanned over-pressuring of plant equipment in energy production processing. 

Asian Carp must be popular.  Carpcrete: Asian 
Carp Fishmeal as a Concrete Admixture is trying 
to use fish bones from this abundant source to add 
malleability to concrete.
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Trying to get Asian Carp fish from clouting water 
filtering system.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flammability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure_relief_valve

